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My A/C fan switch (part# 61807900) was somewhat difficult to turn and blower motor
would only run on “high” (knob turned fully clockwise) setting. As part of fault diagnosis
I removed and cleaned the switch as follows:
This articles references FC discussion:
http://www.ferrarichat.com/discus/messages/112/210784.html?1046565270
Tools required:
1.5mm hex key
13mm 6pt socket
Small Phillips screwdriver
Needle-nose pliers
Bin to keep track of loose screws
[All of this was done with the ignition key off. Probably wise to disconnect battery as
well (although I did not). Car is a late-1988, but I think the entire 328 series is identical]
First, open the ashtray and remove the carrier bin. Unscrew the two small Phillips screws
and lift out the ashtray frame:

Next, turn the fan knob until the small hex set screw (located opposite the pointer tab) is
easily accessible. Loosen and remove fan knob.

Remove 13mm brass hex nut holding switch shaft. Indicator plate lifts off.

The switch can then be pushed downward into the console. The indicator lens (circular
top piece and lamp barrel) is loosely fitted over the switch - note routing of wiring in
console. Disengage electrical connector (exposing lamp) and remove. Fan switch has a
short harness connector approx 6 inches in length. I was able to maneuver the connector
until, holding with needle-nosed pliers, I could separate. Remove switch from console.

Switch is protected by black plastic cover. Slide a small flat-bladed screwdriver under the
perimeter and gently loosen the cement to disassemble. My switch separated easily
without damaging. Label on cover reads “BORLETTI CLIM. 046.733.501 7J”.

Spray contact cleaner into the windows of the pots & directly down shaft while rotating.
“Off” click detent is at full counterclockwise rotation. Shaft spun significantly smoother
after cleaning. To verify pot functioning properly, connect an ohmmeter across the output
leads & spin shaft (resistance should change with increasing rotation) Remember to
inspect the connector pins for corrosion. To confirm faulty switch, the A/C & both heater
blower fan switches are interchangeable (I exchanged with heater fan switch & blower
fan control returned – i.e. my original A/C switch was broken) Not being an EE cannot
describe further disassembly & repair of circuit board. If switch is beyond repair, new
ones are available for approx $130-150 from suppliers. The parts manual lists #61807900
superceded by #62373900 then #62618000.

Contact cleaner didn’t seem to affect the plastic shaft. I made sure to blow out all residual
out of switch with compressed air before replacing in car. I gently cleaned the knob and
indicator plate with a soft toothbrush in dishwasher detergent & water.

The black cover is a bit of an interference fit. I used small segments of double-sided tape
around the perimeter but if you don’t intend on returning could also use superglue.
Replacing the switch is the reverse of removal. The switch barrel has a “D”-shaped crosssection to align indicator lens. When properly repositioned, base of switch – smaller
lower black cover – is towards front of car with ID label on passenger side. White paint
daub on indicator light lens refits in upper left corner. Tighten the 13mm hex nut gently

to avoid breaking the plastic indicator plate. The knob set screw fits into a circular recess
on the shaft & thus is pre-set for correct orientation.

A/C Power Transistor
Tools required:
Small Phillips & flat-bladed screwdrivers
Soldering gun & utensils (I used hemostats as heat sinks)
Small heat shrink tubing
Apparently in most cases with similar symptoms the power transistor (part # 126856) in
the circuit overheats and fails. Transistor is mounted on a metal plate in the A/C ducting
just forward & above the accelerator. Remove the four small black screws and pull the
harness through to get slack & plate can be freed. Highly recommend putting a cloth
down to catch the small screws when – not if- you drop them into the into the passenger
footwell behind the footplate…(don’t ask how I know this).

The transistor harness is about 8 inches long and unplugs at the far left corner of the main
fusebox behind the passenger dash. Remove the RH lower dash fusebox cover by
unscrewing thumbwheel screw at either end. Locate the harness connector (behind large
sheathed harness in picture) at the upper LH border. I was able to free the harness slightly

by removing both fusebox lower screws. Disengage the connector by holding either side
with needle-nosed pliers.

Pry the rubber grommet from the A/C ducting and remove the assembly.

Three wires lead into a transistor marked “BDY29 GE/RCA V8806”. Folks at the
electronics shop could not describe how to test in situ but were able to cross this to a NTE
181 (specifics: TO-3 2N5886, MicroSemi part #23491) for $11.32/each.

Also purchase a small tube of silicone heat sink compound (GE# 10-1018 $2.75). Make a
diagram, then de-solder each wire – remember to use a heat sink on lead & pin).
Transistor is held in place by two aluminum screws with insulators and a mylar insulator
base gasket. Clean off old high-heat silicone & replace using new gasket (I re-used old
insulators, although new ones were included).

Re-solder leads in place, covering with new heat-shrink tubing as originally. Green lead
eyelet attaches directly to screw.

Replacement is reverse of removal. I removed the rubber gasket, threaded the harness
back through the duct, and the replaced the grommet (helps to lubricate with silicone or
dishwashing liquid to get over harness connector. Re-seating the grommet in the duct
take patience & flat-bladed screwdriver.
Approximate price for new transistor/bracket assembly is $202. Not a difficult &
certainly an economical repair. Oh, if you do drop small screws behind into the passenger
footwell pull the carpet back (velcro strip across top)& remove the large truss-head
screws holding panel in place. Plate can then be maneuvered parallel to long axis of car
& hopefully that’s where the screw is hiding.

